All parts are coated to resist corrosion.

**SE-1 – Corkscrew for 2” Pipe**
Used to start water flowing.

**SE-2 – Diamond Head**
For small, grease packed waste line.

**SE-3 – Root Cutter**
Sheers tough roots and breaks up hard packed stoppages.

**SE-5 – Corkscrew for 4” Pipe**
For clearing roots, grease, and more.

**SE-6 – Pick-up Tool**
Retrieves broken rods or tools.

SSRC – Sectional Rod Coupling
Sectional Rods assemble at right angles and cannot come apart in the line.

**SE-8 – Assembly Wrench**
Used with Turning Handle for coupling and uncoupling rods.

**SE-9 – Turning Handle**
Provides great leverage in boring, pulling or pushing while maintaining tension.

**3MSR – Municipal Rod**
39” x 5/16” Section with Coupling

**MSRC – Municipal Rod Coupling**
With solid wall between end opening for easier connecting.

**M-21 – Municipal Rod Turning Handle**
Provides great leverage in boring, pulling or pushing while maintaining tension.

**M-24 – Assembly Wrench**
Used with Turning Handle for coupling and uncoupling rods.

**M-27 – Corkscrew for 2” Pipe**
Used to start water flowing.

**M-28 – Diamond Head**
For small, grease packed waste line.

M-29 – Root Cutter
Sheers tough roots and breaks up hard packed stoppages.

**M-31 – Pick-up Tool**
Retrieves broken rods or tools.

**M-32 – Corkscrew for 4” Pipe**
For clearing roots, grease, and more.

**M-4HDB – 4” Heavy Duty Saw Blade**
Heavy gauge steel blade has teeth in front and back to chew into roots going into and coming out of the line. Available in 4”, 6” and 8” sizes.

**M-6HDB – 6” Heavy Duty Saw Blade**